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A two-meter section of China’s Great Wall in northwestern Gansu province collapsed in
recent days after a 6.9 magnitude earthquake struck the area, China’s state-run Global
Times reported on Monday.

The natural disaster rattled China’s Qinghai province around 1:50 am on January 8. The quake’s vibrations extended
beyond Qinghai to Gansu, a neighboring province, where they brought down a section of the Great Wall dating to
Imperial China’s Ming Dynasty (1368-1644).

“After the strong seism, authorities organized an inspection of local cultural relics and discovered the collapse site,” the
Global Times reported of the damaged Great Wall section on January 10.

“A primary protection has been installed and the repair and restoration work is in process,” the newspaper added.

The seismic activity took place in a rural section of northwestern China that is sparsely populated, though residents of
cities neighboring the region reported feeling the earthquake’s tremors on Saturday night.

“There were no reports of deaths but nine people were injured, among whom eight were discharged from the hospital and
one is still under observation,” the Global Times reported on Monday.

The China Earthquake Networks Center described the seismic activity as “originating from a depth of 10 km (6.2 miles).”
The earthquake damaged more than 4,000 homes in Qinghai province and an additional 4,830 houses in Gansu’s Zhangye
city, according to a January 10 report by the South China Morning Post.

“The earthquake affected a total of 5,831 people in the province [Qinghai], and 65 people from 16 households whose
homes were damaged have been relocated,” Xinhua, China’s official state-run press agency, revealed on January 9.

The tremors additionally damaged sections of “local roads, bridges and water pipelines … to varying degrees,” according
to Xinhua.

China’s ruling Communist Party dispatched emergency response teams to Qinghai province on January 9 to help locals
recover from the natural disaster.

“Repair work is underway to restore power supplies in part of the affected area,” Li Jun, the director of the political
department for Qinghai province, told reporters at a press conference on January 9.

“The emergency management department of Menyuan county has sent 50 tents to Huangcheng township near the
epicenter,” Li said at the press briefing.

The revelation suggests displaced locals are currently sleeping in state-provided tents after their homes were damaged or
destroyed by the earthquake. Menyuan county is located in the northeast of Qinghai province. It borders Gansu province
to the north.

“Current needs for other materials can be met with our reserve of emergency supplies,” Li assured the public on Sunday.
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Truthinkr • a day ago

• Reply •

And the wall came tumbling down!

 20△ ▽

brett thompson  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Truthinkr

Ancient Chinese Omen.

 10△ ▽

Not Today, Satan  • 21 hours ago

• Reply •

> brett thompson

Calgon?

 3△ ▽

brett thompson  • 21 hours ago

• Reply •

> Not Today, Satan

That was ancient Chinese secret back in the day.

 4△ ▽

Foxtrot Juliette Bravo  • 12 hours ago> brett thompson

lol. i was just about to say that. remember those commercials? too cheesy....
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• Reply •

lol. i was just about to say that. remember those commercials? too cheesy....

 1△ ▽

Eric the Red  • 8 hours ago

• Reply •

> Foxtrot Juliette Bravo

I didn't think anyone else remembered those.

△ ▽

MB  • 13 hours ago

• Reply •

> brett thompson

Warning!!

△ ▽

The Deplorable + The Enemy  • 13 hours ago

• Reply •

> Truthinkr

I’m waiting for the Great Wall of the USA.

 8△ ▽

David Koob  • 6 hours ago

• Reply •

> The Deplorable + The Enemy

You mean the one surrounding the Capitol?

△ ▽

The Deplorable + The Enemy  • 3 hours ago

• Reply •

> David Koob

That would require an iron dome.

△ ▽

Wally  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Truthinkr

**** China!

 8△ ▽

Frommycolddeadhands  • 14 hours ago

• Reply •

> Truthinkr

It must have been those G** Dam* Mongolians!!

 6△ ▽

IL Beebach  • 13 hours ago

• Reply •

> Frommycolddeadhands

You win!

 2△ ▽

Frommycolddeadhands  • 13 hours ago

• Reply •

> IL Beebach

I figured there had to be some S. Park fans following Breitbart!

 3△ ▽

doug_satx  • 17 hours ago

• Reply •

> Truthinkr

Don’t be too quick to rejoice at their misfortune. It’s a two meter section. They’ll have that repaired
within a couple days of work. But first they have more immediate people related concerns to attend
to while you are jumping up and down with excitement.

 4△ ▽

MB  • 13 hours ago> doug_satx

People are expendable  
G-d’s outcomes are not  
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• Reply •

G-d’s outcomes are not  
This is a warning for the world to see 
Beware  
No one is safe

 1△ ▽

doug_satx  • 11 hours ago

• Reply •

> MB

They have earthquakes in that region quite often. China has suffered through and
recovered from much worse. I'm not sure how this particular one distinguishes itself
as "a warning for the world to see" in your eyes. The ancient Greeks and Romans
were big on omens. Maybe you should time travel back there.

 2△ ▽

David Koob  • 6 hours ago

• Reply •

> doug_satx

They'll march a few hundred Uighur slaves out there to rebuild it.

△ ▽

doug_satx  • 3 hours ago • edited

• Reply •

> David Koob

I'll take you seriously for a moment - which I really shouldn't - just to make a point.
The Uyghur population throughout China is 12.8 million. Total population in China is
1,402 million. So, doing some quick math you'll realize that the Uyghurs are less
than 1% of China's population. You can't expect their "slaves" to do everything with
that small a percentage, can you? Now, carry on with your hallucinations and your
admirable concern for Uyghurs, which I presume also extends to extremist elements
throughout the Islamic world.

△ ▽

Kountry Bumpkin  • 8 hours ago

• Reply •

> doug_satx

LOL, I was just thinking, it's China, I'm sure they have plenty of political prisoners to rebuild
it. If they don't I'm sure biden will be more then happy to loan Xi some of his political
prisoners.

△ ▽

enh  • 8 hours ago

• Reply •

> Kountry Bumpkin

Question - How many prisoners does it take to fix the great wall? Answer - How
many bodies will fill the gap?

△ ▽

seanqi  • 7 hours ago

• Reply •

> enh

China built the equivalent of the entire U.S. Interstate Highway System in 8 years,
from 2012 to 2020. And they have been building at that pace for decades. Talk
about how many prisoners and bodies are required!

 1△ ▽

Jayjayson  • an hour ago> seanqi

but how many of those bridges have fallen down now. In the US, one bridge falls
down because of local corruption, and all bridges are looked at and repaired. In
China, the bridge falls down, a new one is built in it's place. Doesn't matter that the
US bridge was 40 to 60 years old and the one in China was only 2 years old.
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• Reply •△ ▽

seanqi  • an hour ago

• Reply •

> Jayjayson

I haven't heard many bridges falling down. Have you? I know a couple fell down
because they were abused by heavy trailer truck drivers who routinely carried loads
way heavier than their designed capacity. This has been a commonplace
phenomenon in China: truck drivers want to make more money per trip by piling on
loads. The government cracks down on them, but they are still everywhere,
especially out of the mega cities.

Generally speaking, the quality of their roads and bridges seems to be much higher
than ours. Obviously theirs are new and ours are old, but they are also building
them with the latest technology and equipment. Another reason is, they have been
crazy about it for so long and at such a large scale, they must be the most
experienced builders in the world.

△ ▽

doug_satx  • 8 hours ago

• Reply •

> Kountry Bumpkin

Well, it's a good natured, inventive response. I'll give ya that!

△ ▽

Jane Tanner  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Truthinkr

Joshua fit the battle of Jericho, Jericho..and the walls came tumbling down. My favorite version of
this song Mahalia Jackson.

 2△ ▽

seanqi  • 7 hours ago

• Reply •

> Truthinkr

By the look of it, this entire section was probably reconstructed quite recently, maybe a few
decades ago. The Chinese frequently reconstruct or repair sections of the ancient wall, to keep it
up in good shape. For example, the famous Badaling section, which is close to Beijing and a
frequent tour stop for foreign leaders including several U.S. Presidents, has been repaired,
revamped or reconstructed numerous times throughout the 20th century. There are other sections
not far from Badaling that did not receive as much attention and look like ruins. You can't expect
these ancient materials to last thousands or even hundreds of years on their own.

 1△ ▽

seanqi  • 2 hours ago • edited

• Reply •

> seanqi

Ha, just clicked on the "Getty Images" credit for the title picture of this article, and found out
it was from 2013 depicting a section that was supposedly restored by a local farmer
working it since 2000. No wonder the proportions looked so not right even at first glance. It
lacked the grand scale and desolate feel, and looked more like a scaled model, something
you would find in Las Vegas. I think it's safe to say we were all tricked by BB.

△ ▽

jackofalltrades  • 10 hours ago

• Reply •

> Truthinkr

Can't say they don't build them like they used too !

 1△ ▽

Foxtrot Juliette Bravo  • 12 hours ago> Truthinkr
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Foxtrot Juliette Bravo  • 12 hours ago

• Reply •

> Truthinkr

yeah, but it's China. with the use of slave labor, they'll have that sucker back up in a week or two.

△ ▽

doug_satx  • 11 hours ago

• Reply •

> Foxtrot Juliette Bravo

Actually, they use skilled craftsmen. Never let the facts get in your way concerning
China/bad. I do like your handle however. I'll give you that!

△ ▽

Foxtrot Juliette Bravo  • 11 hours ago

• Reply •

> doug_satx

i was being facetious. i'm aware of China's history of building beautiful things.
thanks!

 1△ ▽

doug_satx  • 11 hours ago

• Reply •

> Foxtrot Juliette Bravo

Sometimes we miss the nuances FJB. My apologies.

 1△ ▽

Coolercoleman • 12 hours ago • edited

• Reply •

China has a wall to keep people in. One day the Democrats will want a wall to keep Americans from
escaping.

 12△ ▽

michael hubert  • 6 hours ago • edited

• Reply •

> Coolercoleman

yes they could of build the wall just to keep all the illegals here but bidens to stupid to know any
better why would they want to go back after they see this great countrys political adgenda it will be
worse than what they have at home they have great plans for the illegals once they get here.why
do you think they let the gangs come to for CONTROL

△ ▽

doug_satx  • 9 hours ago

• Reply •

> Coolercoleman

If such a wall exists, they're doing an unusually bad job of it (for China) since there are lots of
Chinese visiting and living abroad. China does have very effective control of who they let into the
country, however. We could take some lessons from them on that score.

△ ▽

syd chaden • 18 hours ago

• Reply •

Perhaps this is a warning, and the Three Gorges Dam might be next. 
Which could change China, and History.

 11△ ▽

vic muffuletta  • 18 hours ago

• Reply •

> syd chaden

That is going to be a mess.

 4△ ▽

EllieMae's grandad  • 16 hours ago> syd chaden

Long forecast, long awaited. 
It's maybe the only one which won't fall down . . .
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• Reply • 1△ ▽

robotlogic  • 14 hours ago

• Reply •

> syd chaden

Yeah maybe, once the Gorges Dam gets to be 2240 years old like the Great Wall I may start to
worry.

 1△  ▽ 1

danthedog_2  • 14 hours ago

• Reply •

> robotlogic

Actually, the amount of silt and debris stacking up behind the dam has become a great
concern. Some experts have predicted 10 more years before the pressure caves in the
dam.  
The Yellow River is massively silt laden and that dirt must go somewhere.

 1△ ▽

doug_satx  • 11 hours ago

• Reply •

> danthedog_2

"some experts" Well, that settles it!

△ ▽

BeerHunter  • 8 hours ago

• Reply •

> doug_satx

That all you got George? 
Empty smarminess?

△ ▽

doug_satx  • 3 hours ago

• Reply •

> BeerHunter

Nah. I've actually visited the Three Gorges Dam. Have you? It's quite an impressive
project.

△ ▽

danthedog_2  • 8 hours ago

• Reply •

> doug_satx

Whatever dude. I'm not in the mood to spar today. You win.

△ ▽

bartbeast  • 13 hours ago • edited

• Reply •

> danthedog_2

Maybe Xi can dredge out the sediment and use it for all the artificial islands he is
building. I am betting that the perfect Communist system of governance will not do
anything about the sediment build up. Better to spend money on the military to
threaten your neighbors, rather than making sure thousands and thousands of your
own people are not killed. Not enough bribes have been offered, so nothing will get
done.

△ ▽

doug_satx  • 11 hours ago • edited

• Reply •

> bartbeast

Actually, the "perfect Communist system of governance" (gasp!) is doing a lot better
on infrastructure spending than we are.

△ ▽

Jayjayson  • an hour ago> doug_satx

Yes and George Bush put explosives on the dikes outside New Orleans his self.
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Load more comments

• Reply •

Yes and George Bush put explosives on the dikes outside New Orleans his self.

△ ▽

JewishRedneck  • 14 hours ago

• Reply •

> robotlogic

Tofu Dreg construction on the 3 gorges.

 1△ ▽

Jayjayson  • an hour ago

• Reply •

> JewishRedneck

Well with respect to that, the 3 g Damn may be one of the few building projects that
had the none corrupt and none drunk inspectors on it. So it may last a bit. It will
need some large scale maintaince, Like dredging, and landslide appatment.

△ ▽
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